EART 110A - Grading Policy for Lecture Problem Sets and Lab Submittals

1. All submittals must be securely **STAPLED**. We will deduct 5 points for unstapled assignments (corner folding and paperclips are unacceptable).

2. **Only one submittal allowed per assignment** - we will not accept individual sections after you have turned in your assignment.

3. Late assignments will be docked 20% for each day late.

4. Show all calculations. An answer without supporting calculations will receive zero points.

5. Final answers must be reported to the correct number of significant figures.

6. Include data tables for any graphs generated. All columns must be labeled and it must be clear to which graph the data belongs.

7. All graphs must include:
   a. Title
   b. Labeled Axes (Parameter and Units)
   c. Clear Scale on Axes
   d. Legend (if more than one series is plotted)

   In addition, carefully follow any instructions given regarding:
   - The addition of a trendline vs. connecting data points with a line
   - Displaying the equation of a trendline